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khabarovsk SOVIET FAR
EAST air traffic between the
soviet union and the united states isis
to triple in the near future as a result
of an agreement signed by president
george bush and mikhail gorbachevgorbachovGorba chev
during the washington summit

direct flights will link cities in the
united states with kiev riga minsk
and tbilisi at the same time soviets
will have an opportunity to fly straight
to chicago miami san francisco and
anchorage

transpacifictrans pacific flights will be in
auguratedaugu rated inin the first place linking
khabarovsk and magadan inin the
soviet far east with the USU S west
coast

it was the inscription in russian and
english on a pen that made this real
to me recently it read peoples of
alaska and the far east one peo
pie the pen was lying on the desk
otof vladimir skrypnik 49 who heads
the far eastern civil aviation ad
ministration it isis definitely a sign of
the times

recently skrypnik went on a
business trip to alaska to speed up the

construction of an air bridge
between the soviet far east and the
united states he took the pen with
him

skrypnik took me over to the map
of the world that was hanging on the
wallwalI1 and showed me the route that the
soviet delegation had traveled before
arriving at anchorage

after covering more than 43004.300
miles from khabarovsk to moscow
they took off for shannon ireland
subsequently arriving inin cuba from
there they traveled to new mexico
and guadalajara after making
stopovers inin san francisco seattle and
juneau they finally touched down at

anchorage
the journey lasted for four and a

half days skrypnik and his fellow
travelers had logged a total of 38 hours
in the air

like many people here skrypnik is
sure that its impossible to develop
full fledged economic and cultural ties
between the soviet parfar east and the
united states without convenient
transport routes

experts of the far eastern civil
aviation administration have pro-
posed establishing several trans-
pacific air routes three options have
been accepted and each seems fan-
tastic at first for example the
khabarovsk san francisco route
stretches over those areas which had
been classified by the military as top
secret

khabarovsk experts estimate that a
transpacifictrans pacific flight will last some nine
to 10 hours people traveling to the far
east and middle east to western
europe china and singapore will find
this route rather convenient

after wrangling it out in
khabarovsk and moscow the
authorities have at least given the go
ahead on april 1 1991 the first
airliner will take off from khabarovsk
and streak toward san francisco the
planes will be crewed by soviet pilots

another nonstop air route will con-
nect khabarovsk and anchorage it
will take airliners only fiverive and a half
hours to cover the distance between
the two cities petropavlovsk
kamchatskyKamchatsky magadan vladivostok
yuchnoyuzhno sakhalinsksakhatinsk and anadyranadye
which had been previously closed to
foreigners will from now on be used
by alaska airlines and the far eastern
civil aviation adminstrationadministration as alter-
nate airports

it also is planned to set up a joint
venture pretty soon together with
evergreen airlines which has its

headquarters in portland ore by the
way portland isis a sister city of
khabarovsk

evergreen airlines carries a lot of
carcargo90 all over the united states and
the asia pacific region however
heavy air traffic inin the skies over japan
where transit planes have to stop for
refueling poses quite a problem
besides the companyscompanascomp anys planes always
have to carry extra fuel and rescue
equipment

khabarovsk can serve as an alter-
native airport for refueling evergreen
transports both sides stand to gain
from this and a preliminary agree
ment already has been signed

experts think that far eastern
airlines can hire boeing jets and
cessna flying taxis to good advan-
tage cessna planes can be successful
ly used to develop new territories with
difficult terrain they are cost
effective

the khabarovsk civilian air divi-
sion isis now holding talks with duty
free representatives inin anchorage to
open a chain of stores inin the
khabarovsk airport these are going
to sell european and american goods

not japanese
soviet aviators are short of planes

however the soviet side has quite a
lot of skilled pilots navigators and
flight engineers

we intend to buy and rent aircraft
and we could also lease our crews
to US airlines according to our ex-
perts both nations would only stand
to gain from this said skrypnik

while I1 was talking to skrypnik his
subordinates came and went all the
time one was getting ready to go to
australia to negotiate the purchase otof
a brickmakingbrick making factory for building the
new air terminal another one was to
fly to anchorage for advanced train-
ing at the local airport

regrettably direct flights to that city
havent yet become a reality

in ancient times man traveled all
the way from asia to america across
the strip of land where the bering
strait is now situated well this is
what historians say we want to set up
an air bridge and we may call it ber
ingia it will help bring out two na-
tions who were divided by the cold
winds of confrontation for so long
closer together skrypnik said


